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The Book of R is a comprehensive, beginnerfriendly guide to R, the world’s most popular
programming language for statistical
analysis. Even if you have no programming
experience and little more than a grounding
in the basics of mathematics, you’ll find
everything you need to begin using R
effectively for statistical analysis. You’ll
start with the basics, like how to handle
data and write simple programs, before moving
on to more advanced topics, like producing
statistical summaries of your data and
performing statistical tests and modeling.
You’ll even learn how to create impressive
data visualizations with R’s basic graphics
tools and contributed packages, like ggplot2
and ggvis, as well as interactive 3D
visualizations using the rgl package. Dozens
of hands-on exercises (with downloadable
solutions) take you from theory to practice,
as you learn: –The fundamentals of
programming in R, including how to write data
frames, create functions, and use variables,
statements, and loops –Statistical concepts
like exploratory data analysis,
probabilities, hypothesis tests, and
regression modeling, and how to execute them
in R –How to access R’s thousands of
functions, libraries, and data sets –How to
draw valid and useful conclusions from your
data –How to create publication-quality
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graphics of your results Combining detailed
explanations with real-world examples and
exercises, this book will provide you with a
solid understanding of both statistics and
the depth of R’s functionality. Make The Book
of R your doorway into the growing world of
data analysis.
A club-footed orphan struggles for
independence, his intellectual development
and his attempt to become an artist.
Private Peaceful relives the life of Private
Tommo Peaceful, a young First World War
soldier awaiting the firing squad at dawn.
During the night he looks back at his short
but joyful past growing up in rural Devon:
his exciting first days at school; the
accident in the forest that killed his
father; his adventures with Molly, the love
of his life; and the battles and injustices
of war that brought him to the front line.
Winner of the Blue Peter Book of the Year,
Private Peaceful is by the third Children's
Laureate, Michael Morpurgo, award-winning
author of War Horse. His inspiration came
from a visit to Ypres where he was shocked to
discover how many young soldiers were courtmartialled and shot for cowardice during the
First World War. This edition also includes
introductory essays by Michael Morpurgo,
Associate Director of Private Peaceful
production Mark Leipacher, as well as an
essay from Simon Reade, adaptor & director of
this stage adaptation of Private Peaceful.
In this powerful follow-up to his bestseller
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The Prayer of Jabez, Dr. Bruce Wilkinson
explores John 15 to show readers how to make
maximum impact for God. Dr. Wilkinson
demonstrates how Jesus is the Vine of life,
discusses four levels of "fruit bearing"
(doing the good work of God), and reveals
three life-changing truths that will lead
readers to new joy and effectiveness in His
kingdom. Secrets of the Vine opens readers'
eyes to the Lord's hand in their lives and
uncovers surprising insights that will point
them toward a new path of consequence for
God's glory.
The Great Aussie Bloke Slim-Down
An Illustrated History of the Nova Scotia
Agricultural College
Stolen Promise
Seismic Safety Standards for Library Shelving
Breaking Through to Abundance
Bestselling author Bruce Wilkinson shows how to
identify and overcome the obstacles that keep
millions from living the life they were created for. He
begins with a compelling modern-day parable about
Ordinary, who dares to leave the Land of Familiar to
pursue his Big Dream. With the help of the Dream
Giver, Ordinary begins the hardest and most
rewarding journey of his life. Wilkinson gives readers
practical, biblical keys to fulfilling their own dream,
revealing that there's no limit to what God can
accomplish when we choose to pursue the dreams He
gives us for His honor. Are you living your dream— or
just living your life? Welcome to a little story about a
very big idea. This compelling modern-day parable
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tells the story of Ordinary, who dares to leave the
Land of Familiar to pursue his Big Dream. You, too,
have been given a Big Dream. One that can change
your life. One that the Dream Giver wants you to
achieve. Does your Big Dream seem hopelessly out of
reach? Are you waiting for something or someone to
make your dream happen? Then you’re ready for The
Dream Giver. Let Bruce Wilkinson show you how to
rise above the ordinary, conquer your fears, and
overcome the obstacles that keep you from living
your Big Dream. You were made for this. Now it’s time
to begin your journey.
'Feisty and inquisitive - a fresh take on modern
feminist issues.' Julia Gillard Australian women are
suffering from a crisis of confidence about work.
Accustomed to being overlooked and undervalued,
even when women do get to the top, they explain
their success away as 'luck'. But it's not. Not Just
Luckyexposes the structural and cultural
disadvantages that rob women of their confidence often without them even realising it. Drawing on case
studies, detailed research and her own experience in
politics and media, Jamila Rizvi is the warm, witty and
wise friend you've been waiting for. She'll give you
everything you need to start fighting for your own
success and for a more inclusive, equal workplace for
all. (She'll also bring the red wine.) This unashamedly
feminist career manifesto is for women who worry
they'll look greedy if they ask for more money. It's for
women who dream big but dread the tough
conversations. It's for women who get nervous,
stressed and worried, and seem to overthink just
about everything. It will help you realise that you're
not just lucky. You're brilliant. 'Gentle, intelligent,
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meaningful and uncomfortably true career advice,
and a huge high-five to sisterhood. Read it.' Zoe
Foster Blake 'Funny, insightful and affirming, this
book will have you fist pumping the air.' Clementine
Ford
“Witty, compelling, and just plain fun to read . . ."
—Evelyn Lamb, Scientific American The Freakonomics
of math—a math-world superstar unveils the hidden
beauty and logic of the world and puts its power in
our hands The math we learn in school can seem like
a dull set of rules, laid down by the ancients and not
to be questioned. In How Not to Be Wrong, Jordan
Ellenberg shows us how terribly limiting this view is:
Math isn’t confined to abstract incidents that never
occur in real life, but rather touches everything we
do—the whole world is shot through with it. Math
allows us to see the hidden structures underneath the
messy and chaotic surface of our world. It’s a science
of not being wrong, hammered out by centuries of
hard work and argument. Armed with the tools of
mathematics, we can see through to the true
meaning of information we take for granted: How
early should you get to the airport? What does “public
opinion” really represent? Why do tall parents have
shorter children? Who really won Florida in 2000? And
how likely are you, really, to develop cancer? How Not
to Be Wrong presents the surprising revelations
behind all of these questions and many more, using
the mathematician’s method of analyzing life and
exposing the hard-won insights of the academic
community to the layman—minus the jargon.
Ellenberg chases mathematical threads through a
vast range of time and space, from the everyday to
the cosmic, encountering, among other things,
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baseball, Reaganomics, daring lottery schemes,
Voltaire, the replicability crisis in psychology, Italian
Renaissance painting, artificial languages, the
development of non-Euclidean geometry, the coming
obesity apocalypse, Antonin Scalia’s views on crime
and punishment, the psychology of slime molds, what
Facebook can and can’t figure out about you, and the
existence of God. Ellenberg pulls from history as well
as from the latest theoretical developments to
provide those not trained in math with the knowledge
they need. Math, as Ellenberg says, is “an atomicpowered prosthesis that you attach to your common
sense, vastly multiplying its reach and strength.” With
the tools of mathematics in hand, you can understand
the world in a deeper, more meaningful way. How Not
to Be Wrong will show you how.
Meeting sexy and dynamic entrepreneur Alex
Solomos has transformed Lisa's life. In the seven
weeks since their whirlwind wedding, her confidence
and happiness-both in and out of the bedroom-have
grown enormously. But Lisa finds she can't shake
some nagging doubts about her husband. Passionate
as Alex is, there are parts of his professional and
personal life he insists on keeping from his new wife.
She tells herself she's being foolish, until she makes
two shocking discoveries in one night.
The Power of Mathematical Thinking
Good and Cheap
The Book of R
Australia's greatest explorer
A Novel
Secrets of the Vine

A coming-of-age memoir of addiction, ambition and
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redemption in the high-stakes world of Michelin star
kitchens. From reckless drug addict to one of
Australia’s top chefs and television stars:
MasterChef judge Jock Zonfrillo's powerful life story
will shock and inspire. Jock’s life spiralled out of
control when he tried heroin for the first time as a
teenager while growing up in 1980s Glasgow. For
years he balanced a career as a rising star amongst
legendary chefs with a crippling drug addiction that
took him down many dark paths. Fired from his job
at a Michelin star restaurant in Chester, England,
after a foul-mouthed rant, Jock made his way to
London looking for work and found himself in front of
the legendary Marco Pierre White. He credits White
for saving his life, but Jock continued to struggle with
addiction in a world of excess, celebrity, and cutthroat ambition. On New Year’s Eve 1999, Jock shot
up his last shot of heroin before boarding a plane to
Sydney, where he would find passion and new
meaning in life in the most unexpected places. There
would be more struggles ahead, including two failed
marriages, the closure of his prized restaurant during
COVID-19, his time on-country, and some very
public battles. This is his unforgettable story. Praise
for Last Shot "Last Shot is Trainspotting meets
Kitchen Confidential. Jock’s ability to not sugarcoat
the truth and his brutal honesty about his struggle
with his inner demons will resonate with so many
people. That coupled with his absolute passion for
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food, his commitment to highlighting the culture and
food of Australia’s First Nations People and his pure
love for his family makes this a truly stunning book. I
loved it.” Actress, Rebecca Gibney “Oh my
goodness what a book. I’ve just finished it, devoured
it in under four hours. I laughed and cried and
marvelled at him.” News Corp's National
Entertainment Writer, Lisa Woolford
The story of one man who had the guts to lose his
gut. This is a book that will finally help an ordinary
bloke lose weight. (Don't worry, it has nothing to do
with wearing a red bandana.) Ever struggled with
your weight? Or did you stop struggling years ago
and let the pies win? Peter FitzSimons has been
there and eaten that. In The Great Aussie Bloke SlimDown, he will lead you through the fads that failed
him, the diets that died fast and left him furious, and
the ways his waistline kept the belt industry in
business. Take tips from someone who knows how
to eat and drink way too much. And how to stop.
Peter FitzSimons was a large lad with little selfcontrol who has found the light and finally become
lighter. In this book he tells you how and shows you
who is responsible for you getting fat in the first
place. (Spoiler alert: It's you. And sugar.) Have you
ever wondered which diet works? Well, Peter
FitzSimons has devoted his adult life to trying all of
them and failing miserably. But you may have
noticed this man-mountain has lost a lot of his
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landspace over the last few years. This is the tale of
how that happened and how it can happen to the
bloke in your life.
From the critically acclaimed, award-winning author
of Blackberries, Blackberries and Water Street
comes an astonishing new novel. A lyrical
exploration of love and loss, The Birds of Opulence
centers on several generations of women in a
bucolic southern black township as they live with and
sometimes surrender to madness. The GoodeBrown family, led by matriarch and pillar of the
community Minnie Mae, is plagued by old secrets
and embarrassment over mental illness and
illegitimacy. Meanwhile, single mother Francine
Clark is haunted by her dead, lightning-struck
husband and forced to fight against both the moral
judgment of the community and her own rebellious
daughter, Mona. The residents of Opulence struggle
with vexing relationships to the land, to one another,
and to their own sexuality. As the members of the
youngest generation watch their mothers and
grandmothers pass away, they live with the fear of
going mad themselves and must fight to survive.
Crystal Wilkinson offers up Opulence and its people
in lush, poetic detail. It is a world of magic, conjuring,
signs, and spells, but also of harsh realities that only
love -- and love that's handed down -- can conquer.
At once tragic and hopeful, this captivating novel is a
story about another time, rendered for our own.
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FINALIST FOR THE 2017 NATIONAL BOOK
AWARD FOR FICTION Named a Best Book of 2017
by NPR, Entertainment Weekly, the Los Angeles
Times, BuzzFeed, Bustle, and Electric Literature
“There was a time I would have called Lisa Ko’s
novel beautifully written, ambitious, and moving, and
all of that is true, but it’s more than that now: if you
want to understand a forgotten and essential part of
the world we live in, The Leavers is required
reading.” —Ann Patchett, author of Commonwealth
Lisa Ko’s powerful debut, The Leavers, is the winner
of the 2016 PEN/Bellwether Prize for Fiction,
awarded by Barbara Kingsolver for a novel that
addresses issues of social justice. One morning,
Deming Guo’s mother, Polly, an undocumented
Chinese immigrant, goes to her job at a nail
salon—and never comes home. No one can find any
trace of her. With his mother gone, eleven-year-old
Deming is left mystified and bereft. Eventually
adopted by a pair of well-meaning white professors,
Deming is moved from the Bronx to a small town
upstate and renamed Daniel Wilkinson. But far from
all he’s ever known, Daniel struggles to reconcile his
adoptive parents’ desire that he assimilate with his
memories of his mother and the community he left
behind. Told from the perspective of both Daniel—as
he grows into a directionless young man—and Polly,
Ko’s novel gives us one of fiction’s most singular
mothers. Loving and selfish, determined and
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frightened, Polly is forced to make one
heartwrenching choice after another. Set in New
York and China, The Leavers is a vivid examination
of borders and belonging. It’s a moving story of how
a boy comes into his own when everything he loves
is taken away, and how a mother learns to live with
the mistakes of the past.
Volume II
Private Peaceful
Bright Lights, Prairie Dust
Wake Up and Change Your World
Social Epidemiology
The Incredible Life of Hubert Wilkins
Numerical Algorithms: Methods for Computer Vision,
Machine Learning, and Graphics presents a new approach to
numerical analysis for modern computer scientists. Using
examples from a broad base of computational tasks, including
data processing, computational photography, and animation,
the textbook introduces numerical modeling and algorithmic
desig
As an experienced therapist, a parenting expert on television
and radio, an award-winning columnist, and a parent, Dr.
Jenn Berman provides insightful and informative advice to
parents as they guide their children through early childhood.
The A to Z Guide to Raising Happy, Confident Kids addresses
twenty-six of the most important issues that modern parents
face. Each self-contained and easy-to-read chapter covers a
different topic, allowing busy parents to quickly find and read
what they need. You’ll turn to this great resource again and
again as your children grow.
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What if your clothing could change color to complement your
skin tone, respond to your racing heartbeat, or connect you
with a loved one from afar? Welcome to the world of shoes
that can dynamically shift your height, jackets that display
when the next bus is coming, and neckties that can nudge your
business partner from across the room. Whether it be for
fashion, function, or human connectedness, wearable
electronics can be used to design interactive systems that are
intimate and engaging. Make: Wearable Electronics is
intended for those with an interest in physical computing who
are looking to create interfaces or systems that live on the
body. Perfect for makers new to wearable tech, this book
introduces you to the tools, materials, and techniques for
creating interactive electronic circuits and embedding them in
clothing and other things you can wear. Each chapter features
experiments to get you comfortable with the technology and
then invites you to build upon that knowledge with your own
projects. Fully illustrated with step-by-step instructions and
images of amazing creations made by artists and professional
designers, this book offers a concrete understanding of
electronic circuits and how you can use them to bring your
wearable projects from concept to prototype.
Eisner and Alonso invited a cross-section of the famous and
not-so-famous to provide a photo that captures their selfdefined height of fashion. Results range from the hilarious to
the sublime, from the ultra chic to the un-cool, but always
intimate and original. 241 photos, 150 in color.
A Nail Biting Psychological Suspense
When the Apricots Bloom: Chapter Sampler
It Wasn't Meant to Be Like This
The Philosophy of Communication
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A Gripping Psychological Thriller Full of Twists
A Guide to Magazine Articles, Newspaper Articles, and Books
Concerning More Than 6,700 Black Individuals and Groups.
Supplement
BOOKER PRIZE FINALIST • Forget room service: this is a
riotous elegy, a deadpan celebration of colliding worlds, and a
spirited defense of love. Blending incisive wit with surprising
compassion, Hotel World is a wonderfully invigorating, lifeaffirming book. Five people: four are living; three are
strangers; two are sisters; one, a teenage hotel chambermaid,
has fallen to her death in a dumbwaiter. But her spirit lingers
in the world, straining to recall things she never knew. And
one night all five women find themselves in the smooth plush
environs of the Global Hotel, where the intersection of their
very different fates make for this playful, defiant, and richly
inventive novel.
A stalker becomes the target of revenge in this twisty
psychological thriller from the bestselling author of The Six
Guests and 4 Riverside Close. Years after a childhood trauma
ruins lives, one victim, unable to forget, makes elaborate plans
to even out the score against someone who could have saved
them all but chose to “turn a blind eye.” Beverley Digby,
forced into therapy for stalking issues, soon finds herself the
target of unwanted attention. While she continues to stalk exlovers, someone is waiting in the wings to turn the tables.
Someone with more than just an axe to grind . . . Praise for the
thrillers of Diana Wilkinson “A tasty slice of domestic noir
that wrong-foots the reader at every end and turn . . . a
satisfying and entertaining read.” —Crime Fiction Lover
“Skillfully written and cleverly spun, this is a tale which will
have you not knowing who to trust and tying you up in knots.”
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—Grace J Reviewerlady “It is twisty, engrossing and all up a
very entertaining story to get caught up in.” —Once Upon a
Time Book Review “There were quite a few twists, which kept
the story in its tracks, with bubbles of suspense bursting
through at the correct moments . . . A honey trap of a book!!”
—Shalini’s Books & Reviews
A perfect and irresistible idea: A cookbook filled with
delicious, healthful recipes created for everyone on a tight
budget. While studying food policy as a master’s candidate at
NYU, Leanne Brown asked a simple yet critical question: How
well can a person eat on the $4 a day given by SNAP, the U.S.
government’s Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
informally known as food stamps? The answer is surprisingly
well: Broiled Tilapia with Lime, Spicy Pulled Pork, Green
Chile and Cheddar Quesadillas, Vegetable Jambalaya, Beet
and Chickpea Salad—even desserts like Coconut Chocolate
Cookies and Peach Coffee Cake. In addition to creating
nutritious recipes that maximize every ingredient and use
economical cooking methods, Ms. Brown gives tips on
shopping; on creating pantry basics; on mastering certain
staples—pizza dough, flour tortillas—and saucy extras that
make everything taste better, like spice oil and tzatziki; and
how to make fundamentally smart, healthful food choices. The
idea for Good and Cheap is already proving itself. The author
launched a Kickstarter campaign to self-publish and fund the
buy one/give one model. Hundreds of thousands of viewers
watched her video and donated $145,000, and national media
are paying attention. Even high-profile chefs and food writers
have taken note—like Mark Bittman, who retweeted the link to
the campaign; Francis Lam, who called it “Terrific!”; and
Michael Pollan, who cited it as a “cool kickstarter.” In the
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same way that TOMS turned inexpensive, stylish shoes into a
larger do-good movement, Good and Cheap is poised to
become a cookbook that every food lover with a conscience
will embrace.
Cultures clash and passions collide when a stunning deathbed
confession by his mother sends Evan Dark, the heir to a
sprawling South Carolina plantation, to England in search of
information about the father he never knew. Evan, a Southern
gentleman who has just discovered his Gypsy heritage, cannot
resist coming to the aid of a spirited young Gypsy woman,
Jade of the Lowara tribe, who has fled her campsite after
learning she is betrothed to a brutal clansman. Jade's father,
seeing an opportunity to bring wealth to his clan through
marriage, pegs Evan as Jade's bridegroom. Coerced into
marrying Jade, Evan intends to abandon his Gypsy bride and
return to South Carolina, where his own fiancée awaits him,
unaware that she has been unfaithful with his half brother and
that the two are plotting to challenge Evan?s status as heir.
When loyalties divide and fortunes are at risk, will Jade's love
be enough?
Of Human Bondage
The Dream Giver
Make: Wearable Electronics
The Vogue Factor
Corcoran Gallery of Art
Height of Fashion

“Breathtaking…Riveting and profound! I adored this
book!” —Ellen Marie Wiseman, New York Times
bestselling author of The Orphan Collector “A deeply
involving and important novel by a master storyteller.”
—Susan Wiggs, # 1 New York Times bestselling author
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INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER In this moving,
suspenseful debut novel, three courageous women confront
the complexities of trust, friendship, motherhood, and
betrayal under the rule of a ruthless dictator and his brutal
secret police. Former foreign correspondent Gina Wilkinson
draws on her own experiences to take readers inside a
haunting story of Iraq at the turn of the millennium and the
impossible choices faced by families under a deadly regime.
A BuzzFeed Most Anticipated Historical Fiction Release A
Target Book Club Pick A Publishers Marketplace Buzz
Books Selection At night, in Huda’s fragrant garden, a
breeze sweeps in from the desert encircling Baghdad, rustling
the leaves of her apricot trees and carrying warning of visitors
at her gate. Huda, a secretary at the Australian embassy, lives
in fear of the mukhabarat—the secret police who watch and
listen for any scrap of information that can be used against
America and its allies. They have ordered her to befriend
Ally Wilson, the deputy ambassador’s wife. Huda has no
wish to be an informant, but fears for her teenaged son, who
may be forced to join a deadly militia. Nor does she know
that Ally has dangerous secrets of her own. Huda’s former
friend, Rania, enjoyed a privileged upbringing as the
daughter of a sheikh. Now her family’s wealth is gone, and
Rania too is battling to keep her child safe and a roof over
their heads. As the women’s lives intersect, their hidden
pasts spill into the present. Facing possible betrayal at every
turn, all three must trust in a fragile, newfound loyalty, even
as they discover how much they are willing to sacrifice to
protect their families. “Vivid…secrets and lies mingle as
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easily as the scent of apricot blossoms and nargilah smoke.
Wilkinson weaves in the miasma of fear and distrust that
characterized Hussein’s regime with convincing detail.
Richly drawn characters and high-stakes plot.”
—Publishers Weekly
Lisa Marie Wilkinson brings you Gold IPPY Award and
USA Book News Best Romance Award–winning Fire at
Midnight as well as Stolen Promise. Fire at Midnight In 1703
London, Rachael Penrose is confined in Bedlam Insane
Asylum after discovering her uncle Victor plans to kill her
brother in order to inherit the family fortune. Victor uses
French privateer/smuggler Sébastien Falconer as the
scapegoat for his crimes. When Victor spreads the lie that
Rachael informed the authorities of Falconer’s smuggling
activities, Falconer vows revenge on the girl. A dangerously
ill Rachael finally escapes from Bedlam, only to find shelter
in Sébastien’s carriage and end up in his care. It is a twist
of fate that will alter both their lives forever. Believing she is
in danger from Sébastien, Rachael meets up with his
estranged twin brother, Jacques, a customs officer intent on
bringing his brother to justice. But the real criminal is still at
large, and she and her brother are still in danger. Stolen
Promise In 1806 in the Lowara Gypsy Camp outside
Windsor, England, a young woman will lose her
independence in a common marriage market transaction.
Jade is promised to Dimitri, a possessive abuser. In order to
escape his clutches, she sails for Charleston with Evan Dark,
a half-Gypsy gentleman, as his indentured servant. Though
an attraction soon develops, Evan’s affiliation with Jade
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can never be more than professional; he is engaged to a
woman as part of a plantation merger in South Carolina.
Evan faces the most difficult decision of his life: remain loyal
to his fiancée or be true to the lover he holds in his heart.
It Wasn't Meant to Be Like ThisHarperCollins
Join three different women as they form friendships, protect
their families, and test political allegiances in the country of
Iraq in a special sneak peek of this moving and thrilling
novel. Inspired by her own experiences in Iraq during
Saddam Hussein's rule, Gina Wilkinson's evocative,
suspenseful debut is told through the eyes of three very
different women confronting the limits of friendship and
forgiveness, and the strength of a mother's love. At night, in
Huda's fragrant garden, a breeze sweeps in from the desert
encircling Baghdad, rustling the leaves of her apricot trees
and carrying warning of visitors at her gate. Huda, a secretary
at the Australian embassy, lives in fear of the
mukhabarat--the secret police who watch and listen for any
scrap of information that can be used against America and its
allies. They have ordered her to befriend Ally Wilson, the
deputy ambassador's wife. Huda has no wish to be an
informant, but fears for her teenage son, who may be forced
to join a deadly militia. Nor does she know that Ally has
dangerous secrets of her own. Huda's former friend, Rania,
enjoyed a privileged upbringing as the daughter of a sheikh.
Now her family's wealth is gone, and Rania too is battling to
keep her child safe and a roof over their heads. As the
women's lives intersect, their hidden pasts spill into the
present. Facing possible betrayal at every turn, all three must
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trust in a fragile, newfound loyalty, even as they discover
how much they are willing to sacrifice to protect their
families.
How Not to Be Wrong
History of Windham County, Connecticut: 1600-1760
Methods for Computer Vision, Machine Learning, and
Graphics
Following Your God-Given Destiny
Lioness Arising
Design, prototype, and wear your own interactive garments
Cultures clash and passions collide when a stunning
deathbed confession by his mother sends Evan
Dark, the heir to a sprawling South Carolina
plantation, to England in search of information
about the father he never knew. Evan, a Southern
gentleman who has just discovered his Gypsy
heritage, cannot resist coming to the aid of a
spirited young Gypsy woman, Jade of the Lowara
tribe, who has fled her campsite after learning she is
betrothed to a brutal clansman. Jade's father, seeing
an opportunity to bring wealth to his clan through
marriage, pegs Evan as Jade's bridegroom. Coerced
into marrying Jade, Evan intends to abandon his
Gypsy bride and return to South Carolina, where his
own fiancée awaits him, unaware that she has been
unfaithful with his half brother and that the two are
plotting to challenge Evan s status as heir. When
loyalties divide and fortunes are at risk, will Jade's
love be enough?
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The extraordinary, must-read story of the brave,
bold Hubert Wilkins - Australia's most adventurous
explorer, naturalist, photographer, war hero, aviator,
spy and daredevil - brought to life by Australia's
greatest storyteller. Sir Hubert Wilkins is one of the
most remarkable Australians who ever lived. The
son of pioneer pastoralists in South Australia,
Hubert studied engineering before moving on to
photography, then sailing for England and a job
producing films with the Gaumont Film Co. Brave
and bold, he became a polar expeditioner, a brilliant
war photographer, a spy in the Soviet Union, a
pioneering aviator-navigator, a death-defying
submariner - all while being an explorer and
chronicler of the planet and its life forms that would
do Vasco da Gama and Sir David Attenborough
proud. As a WW1 photographer he was twice
awarded the Military Cross for bravery under fire,
the only Australian photographer in any war to be
decorated. He went on expedition with Sir Ernest
Shackleton, led a groundbreaking natural history
study in Australia and was knighted in 1928 for his
aviation exploits, but many more astounding
achievements would follow. Wilkins' quest for
knowledge and polar explorations were lifelong
passions and his missions to polar regions aboard
the submarine Nautilus the stuff of legend. With
masterful storytelling skill, Peter FitzSimons
illuminates the life of Hubert Wilkins and his
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incredible achievements. Thrills and spills, derringdo, new worlds discovered - this is the most
unforgettable tale of the most extraordinary life
lived by any Australian. 'Peter FitzSimons has done
his level best to return George Hubert Wilkins to the
pantheon of the greatest Australians. He has told a
story for the nation.' - Michael McKernan, The
Canberra Times
A seemingly innocent social network draws
residents of a North London cul-de-sac into a web of
manipulation and murder in this psychological
thriller. How well do you know your neighbors? . . .
From the outside, Caroline and Jason Swinton have
an idyllic life. But when the cracks start to appear,
the residents of Riverside Close are drawn into a
dangerous game. When Jason s body is discovered
in a house on the Close, everyone becomes a
suspect. Could his lovely wife be responsible for his
murder? Or do the neighbors have a motive for
wanting him dead? As the secret lives of those living
on the Close are gradually revealed, it becomes clear
that someone is hiding something they will stop at
nothing to protect . . . Perfect for fans of Desperate
Housewives or of authors like Clare Mackintosh,
Lisa Jewell, and Lesley Kara.
Karen Grassle, the beloved actress who played Ma
on Little House on the Prairie, grew up at the edge
of the Pacific Ocean in a family where love was
plentiful but alcohol wreaked havoc. In this candid
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memoir, Grassle reveals her journey to succeed as
an actress even as she struggles to overcome
depression, combat her own dependence on alcohol,
and find true love. With humor and hard-won
wisdom, Grassle takes readers on an inspiring
journey through the political turmoil on 60s
campuses, on to studies with some of the most
celebrated artists at the famed London Academy of
Music and Dramatic Arts, and ultimately behind the
curtains of Broadway stages and storied Hollywood
sets. In these pages, readers meet actors and
directors who have captivated us on screen and
stage as they fall in love, betray and befriend, and
don costumes only to reveal themselves. We know
Karen Grassle best as the proud prairie woman
Caroline Ingalls, with her quiet strength and
devotion to family, but this memoir introduces
readers to the complex, funny, rebellious, and
soulful woman who, in addition to being the force
behind those many strong women she played,
fought passionately̶as a writer, producer, and
activist̶on behalf of equal rights for women. Raw,
emotional, and tender, Bright Lights celebrates and
honors womanhood, in all its complexity.
The Girl Who Turned a Blind Eye
Eat Well on $4/Day
The Leavers (National Book Award Finalist)
When the Apricots Bloom
Not Just Lucky
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Blindsight
This publication is a "guide to printed information
about Black people."--Introd.
The long-awaited autobiography from one of
Australia's most popular, much-loved and enduring
media stars, Lisa Wilkinson. Lisa Wilkinson has lived
much of her life in the public eye. One of Australia's
most respected journalists and media personalities,
her warm, intelligent and elegant presence has graced
our television screens for many years, where she has
shared, shaped and even shifted many important
national conversations. But it all could have been so
different ... Subjected to horrific bullying as a
teenager, Lisa survived by making herself as small as
possible. But she swore when she left school that no
one was ever again going to determine who she was or limit what she was capable of. That determination
and drive led to Lisa blazing an unprecedented and
enormously successful trail through the Australian
media and cultural landscape for more than four
decades. An early ground-breaking career in
publishing - at 21, Lisa was the youngest editor ever
appointed to take charge of a national magazine,
Dolly, before spending ten years as editor of the iconic
Cleo magazine - then led to a stunning television
success story. This included spending more than a
decade as co-host of the Nine Network's Today show,
before she caused a media storm across Australia
and the world on the issue of the gender pay gap,
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when she moved to the Ten Network as co-host of its
prime-time award-winning program The Project. It
Wasn't Meant to Be Like This is the story of how a
young girl from Sydney's western suburbs came to be
such a force in Australian cultural life. It is a story that
is honest, funny, engaging - and powerfully
inspirational. 'Told with humour and a 'did this really
happen to me' relatability ... generous and gracious'
The Daily Telegraph
This authoritative catalogue of the Corcoran Gallery of
Art's renowned collection of pre-1945 American
paintings will greatly enhance scholarly and public
understanding of one of the finest and most important
collections of historic American art in the world.
Composed of more than 600 objects dating from 1740
to 1945.
"Eleven fully updated chapters include entries on the
links between health and discrimination, income
inequality, social networks and emotion, while four allnew chapters examine the role of policies in shaping
health, including how to translate evidence into action
with multi-level interventions."
The A to Z Guide to Raising Happy, Confident Kids
A First Course in Programming and Statistics
In Black and White
Numerical Algorithms
Fire at Midnight
Shaped Through Service
Rachael Penrose is confined to Bedlam insane
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asylum in London after discovering that her
uncle Victor plans to kill her brother in order
to inherit the family fortune. Victor, with a
gang of criminals, uses French privateer
Sebastien Falconer as the scapegoat for his
crimes. When Victor spreads the lie that
Rachael informed on Falconer’s smuggling
activities, Falconer vows revenge on the girl.
Gripping suspense and romance play out in
front of numerous historical details, including
a violent storm that devastated England in
1703 and swept the Eddystone Lighthouse
into the sea.
These people rise up like a lioness; like a
majestic lion they stand. --Numbers 23:24 The
lioness rises from her slumber, a magnificent
image of strength, passion, and beauty. Her
mere presence commands the landscape,
protects her young, and empowers the lion. In
groups, lionesses become a creative and
strategic force to be reckoned with, acting as
one to change the world around them. You too
are a lioness. Women, it's time to... AWAKEN...
God did not save you to tame you. AWAKEN...
to a life of fierce passion. AWAKEN... To
dangerous prayer, stunning power, and
teamed purpose. AWAKEN... Your response
could very well change your world. Packed
with remarkable insights from nature and a
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rich depth of biblical references to lionesses,
Lioness Arising is a call for women to rise up
in strength and numbers to change their
world. Jesus is, after all, the lion of the Tribe of
Judah. And we are his lioness arising.
In May 2012 Kirstie Clements was
unceremoniously sacked after thirteen years
in the editor's chair at Vogue Australia. Here
she tells the story behind the headlines, and
takes us behind the scenes of a fast-changing
industry. During a career at Vogue that
spanned twenty-five years, Clements rubbed
shoulders with Karl Lagerfeld, Kylie Minogue,
Ian Thorpe, Crown Princess Mary, Cate
Blanchett, and many more shining stars. From
her humble beginnings growing up in the
Sutherland Shire in Sydney to her brilliant
career as a passionate and fierce custodian of
the world's most famous luxury magazine
brand, Clements warmly invites us into her
Vogue world, a universe that brims with
dazzling celebrities, fabulous lunches, exotic
locales and of course, outrageous fashion.
Amidst the exhilaration and chaos of modern
magazine publishing and the frenzied
demands of her job, Clements is always
steadfast in her dedication to quality. Above
all, she is always Vogue.
Blindsight is the Hugo Award–nominated novel
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by Peter Watts, "a hard science fiction writer
through and through and one of the very best
alive" (The Globe and Mail). Two months have
past since a myriad of alien objects clenched
about the Earth, screaming as they burned.
The heavens have been silent since—until a
derelict space probe hears whispers from a
distant comet. Something talks out there: but
not to us. Who should we send to meet the
alien, when the alien doesn't want to meet?
Send a linguist with multiple-personality
disorder and a biologist so spliced with
machinery that he can't feel his own flesh.
Send a pacifist warrior and a vampire recalled
from the grave by the voodoo of
paleogenetics. Send a man with half his mind
gone since childhood. Send them to the edge
of the solar system, praying you can trust
such freaks and monsters with the fate of a
world. You fear they may be more alien than
the thing they've been sent to find—but you'd
give anything for that to be true, if you knew
what was waiting for them. . . . At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Tour of the Electromagnetic Spectrum
The Birds of Opulence
Lisa Marie Wilkinson Romance Bundle
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A Novel of Riveting and Evocative Fiction
How an Over-50 Former Footballer Went From
Fat to Fit . . . and Lost 45 Kilos
Husband on Trust
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